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Nova by Luxe features a 
thrusting shaft for deep intense 

stimulation and a throbbing 
clitoral stimulator delivering 

thunderous percussions. Made 
of body safe silicone and 

featuring seven speeds and 
functions, Nova is an erotic 

toy designed for multiple 
erogenous zones with unlimited 
possibilities. Rechargeable and 

suitable with all lubricants. 

Kismet by Revel offers explicit pleasure wrapped 
in luxury. Indulge in the satiny feel of plush 
silicone that engulfs powerful vibrations and 
offers multi-function blissful satisfaction. 
Rechargeable and suitable with all lubricants. 

0209-34
0209-350675-150675-14 0675-17



Double the pleasure and double the fun with 
the Midnight Rider from the ShiShi collection. 
With explosive excitement at both ends, this 
strapless strap-on is especially designed 
for her and hers. Operated with a wireless 
remote, a whole new world of sensations 
awaits. Made of silky silicone, is rechargeable 
and suitable with all lubricants. 

Drive yourself crazy with this timely 
collection from INYA. Powerful stimulation 
comes in different forms and all result in 
happy endings. Rechargeable and exciting. 
Collect them all.

0221-03
0221-04

0554-66
0554-64
0554-74
0554-77
0554-85
0554-87



Allure

Allure by INYA is a discreet clitoral stimulator that fits perfectly 
in the palm of your hand. Featuring a finger ring for easy 
maneuverability and comfortable application, it is encased 
in a plush silicone cover. Rechargeable and splash resistant. 
Featuring 10 functions and suitable with all lubricants. 

Shake

Grab a Shake by INYA and hang on. Innovative 
technology creates a powerful rumbling and thumping 
sensation. Made of soft silicone and weighted for erotic 
pressure, this rechargeable vibe will rock your world! 
Multi-speed (8 speeds) and multi-function (8 functions).

Ruse

Stylish and compact, the Ruse by INYA is 
discreet, rechargeable, and travel friendly. 
Featuring 4 speeds and 6 functions for a total 
of 10 exhilarating settings. Made of super soft 
silicone. Suitable with all lubricants.

Luv Bunny

Euphoric stimulation inside and out with INYA’s Luv Bunny. 
Elegant design wrapped around powerful vibrations is 
constructed from soft silicone. 16 speeds and functions to 
keep you hopping along. Suitable with all lubricants.

0553-75
0553-77

0557-04
0557-05

0555-57
0555-58

0554-05
0554-07



0557-13
0557-17

Triple Delight

Triple Delight by INYA packs multiple uses into one toy. 
The handle is a 3 speed / 5 function powerful vibrator. 
The interchangeable suction cups create robust intense 
sensations and the flickering tongue will deliver bliss via 
its 8 speeds and functions. Suitable for all lubricants. 
Rechargeable and water resistant. 

Regal

The family jewels get the royal treatment with Regal by 
INYA. Prolong pleasure and enhance performance with 
the Regal rechargeable ring that fits snugly and delivers 
powerful vibrations. Suitable with all lubricants. Seven 
speeds / functions.

Utopia

Sensually contoured and ergonomically designed, Utopia by 
INYA is the pinnacle of dual stimulators. Delivering internal 
and external stimulations, Utopia packs powerful vibrations 
in a flexible shape that is enticing and exciting. Use the 
wireless remote for additional functionality and unlimited 
possibilities. Made of body safe silicone, rechargeable and 
suitable with all lubricants. 

0552-25
0552-27

0558-27
0558-28



This eye-catching Trainer Kit includes three 
multi-colored plugs in graduated sizes 
with long necks and tapered tips for easy 
insertion—ideal for training solo or with 
a partner. Made of firm, pliable silicone. 
Suitable with all lubricants. 

Powerful, toe-curling vibrations from Colours 
Pleasures rechargeable dildos. Vibrant colors, 
superior grade satin silicone and hands free 
excitement. Realistically molded for enhanced 
sensations. Suitable with all lubricants.

0413-00

0401-21
0401-22
0401-25



Crystal Glass is 100% hygienically superior borosilicate 
glass. Annealed for safety and available in a variety of 

shapes and sizes. Suitable with all lubricants. 

0718-03
0718-04
0718-05
0718-13
0718-14
0718-15
0718-23
0718-24
0718-25
0718-33
0718-34
0718-35

Flower
Flower
Flower
Gem
Gem
Gem
Rose
Rose
Rose
Heart
Heart
Heart



New and unique plugs by Renegade. 
Made of super soft and bouncy silicone, 
these plugs can be manipulated 
to fit and expand on demand. 
Only limited by your imagination. 
Available in assorted shapes 
and sizes. 

1118-03
1118-13
1118-23
1118-33
1118-43
1118-53

Bomba S
Bomba M
Bomba L
Bull S
Bull M 
Bull L



Brute

Renegade’s Brute extension provides extra inches and extra 
performance. With a built in vibrator at the tip of the sleeve, Brute 
packs pleasant surprises and amazing vibrations. Operate with the 
enclosed remote for hands free control and unparallel freedom. 
Made of silicone, rechargeable and suitable with all lubricants. 

1115-60

Regal

The family jewels get the royal treatment 
with Regal by Renegade. Prolong pleasure 
and enhance performance with the Regal 
rechargeable ring that fits snugly and 
delivers powerful vibrations. Suitable with all 
lubricants. Seven speeds / functions.

1119-23



Slingshot

Stylish and functional, The Renegade Slingshot is a 
wearable cock ring and prostate plug combo. Designed 
to provide amplified thrills and prolonged pleasure, it is 
made with dual-layer silicone. Crafted for comfort and 
suitable with all lubricants.

1107-63

Curve

Renegade’s Curve prostate massager is made of soft, 
pliable silicone. Featuring a curved and flexible shaft for 
maximum stimulation. Rechargeable. Suitable with all 
lubricants. 10 speeds / functions.

Quad

Quad anal massager by Renegade. Graduated vibrating 
beads of pleasure offer deep rumbling sensations wrapped 
with plush silicone suitable for all lubricants. Featuring 
10 speeds and functions, this rechargeable wand is your 
pleasure zone slider.1132-03
1132-23



Indulge your innermost desires with Bondage Couture from NS Novelties. 
Meticulously crafted from superior materials and featuring exquisite details, 

Bondage Couture is your ultimate accessory for the runway and the bedroom. All 
synthetic material and nickel free hardware. 

1306-13
1306-23
1306-33
1306-43

Blindfold
Collar & Leash
Wrist Cuffs
Ankle Cuffs

Flogger
Hog Tie
Ball Gag
Tie Down Straps

1306-53
1306-63
1306-73
1307-13

Paddle
Rope Black
Rope Pink

1307-23
1307-33
1307-34



Wrap it, tie it, make it look so sexy. With Electra play things from 
NS Novelties, looking good and feeling amazing goes hand in hand. 

Our Electra collection is made of synthetic materials, is easy to 
clean and neoprene lined for comfortable experience.

1310-04
1310-14
1310-24
1310-34
1310-44
1310-54
1310-64
1310-74
1310-84

Blindfold
Collar & Leash
Wrist Cuffs
Ankle Cuffs
Flogger
Hog Tie
Ball Gag
Tie Down Straps
Paddle

1310-08
1310-18
1310-28
1310-38
1310-48
1310-58
1310-68
1310-78
1310-88

Blindfold
Collar & Leash
Wrist Cuffs
Ankle Cuffs
Flogger
Hog Tie
Ball Gag
Tie Down Straps
Paddle



NSN-9901-10

nsnovelties.com


